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HOUSE DEBATES PLANS FOR NEW HONOR SYSTEM

Three Possibilities Presented

In an important meeting of the House of Representatives Thursday, May 4, the Committee which had been working on the investigation of Honor Systems used by various colleges reported three distinct possibilities which might be applicable at Wellesley. In addition to this and a consideration of wording of rules already passed by the Senate, a measure was suggested banning freshmen and those not of diploma grade from participation in June Play.

This last rule was recommended to the House by the Senate on the grounds that freshmen do not realize the amount of work entailed by June Play. The distance of freshmen homes from campus and the fact that freshmen are not likely to have learned

(Continued on Page 5, Col. 2.)

SOCIETIES ELECT NEW OFFICERS

During the past week societies have been electing officers for the next year, and they are to date:

Agora
President.................. Mabel Ay
Vice-President............ Virginia Corn
Secretary................ Alice Chapman
Treasurer................ Jeneene Grunen
Keeper of the House....... Carolynn Ladd
Keeper of the Store......... Gertrude Schultz

Alpha Kappa Phi
President.................. Stella Balderston
Vice-President............ Blanchelle Schilvek
Treasurer................ Janet MacDougall
Corresponding Secretary Kate Latham
Custodian................ Ruth Marsh
Editor of Scroll............ M. L. Fraser

Phi Sigma
President............. Mary Elizabeth Bendig
Vice-President.............. Marian Seville
Recording Secretary and Central Committee Member............ Elizabeth Head
Corresponding Secretary

Victorine du Pont Head of Work........... Alise Day
Tun Zeta Epsilon
President.................. Louise Watkins
Vice-President............. Wynnna Cokaynell
Housekeeper................ Dorothy Wilson
Central Committee Member

Shirekspae
President.................. Irene Ott
Vice-President............ Juliet Ingehart
Corresponding Secretary

Florence Pfalzgraf
Zeta Alpha
President.................. Tula Smith
Vice-President............. Barbara Roberts
Corresponding Secretary

Elise Van Sall
Custodian.................... Lucy Johnson
Editor of the Annual........ Helen Stahl

FAIRY TALE CHOSEN AS TREE DAY THEME

Original Legend Will Be Used

Tree Day this year is once again to be based on a fairy story, this time an original medieval tale. The mermaid is a part of the memory of the present college generation, prove the possibilities of fairy-tale presentation. Since Tree Day this year is closed to outside guests, the performance will be held on the Guest House lawn, which offers a beautiful natural setting.

The story, less symbolic than last year's, has continuity of plot and offers opportunity for contrasts. A prince and a princess in disguise are the leading characters. Garden fairies and the elements all aid in bringing them together and in the end the princess is chosen as queen. The fairy-tale setting is whole dressed in the rags of a peasant girl, dons her royal robes and with becoming grace gives her hand to the prince, who leads her out, followed by the court.

Cast Announced

Marjorie Walsh, '23, is the princess, and Ruth Pederson, '23, is her prince.

Olive Ladd, senior Tree Day mistress, "is the queen mother, with her a special attendant in the court of the princ.

The freshman Tree Day mistress, Dorothy Harris, will be the

(Continued on Page 7, Col. 2.)

FLOAT NIGHT TO BE REPEATED JUNE 15th

Commencement Guests Will See "Varsity Crew and Floats"

Commencement week is to have a new feature this year, in the form of a second Float Night, to be held June 15, immediately after the performance of the June Play. The floats will be shown again, and the "Varsity crew" will give an exhibition of rowing. The plan is to give alumnae and Commencement guests a chance to see this picturesque Wellesley occasion, which is held the first week of June for the benefit of those leaving early.

New System of Crew Emblems

A new system of emblems for crew rowers has been put in practice this year, in order to give those who are good oarsmen yet do not make crew, some recognition. By this, any who pass a certain test with 89 points become second class oarsmen and receive crew jerseys, and of the second class oarsmen, those who pass the test with 90 points become first class oarsmen, with crossed ears in addition to the blue circle. The class crews will be chosen only from first class oarsmen.

(Continued on Page 7, Col. 1)

EXHIBIT PLANNED TO INCREASE FUND

Students To Conduct Display of E. P. Slattery and Co.

For those who desire to be initiated into the secrets of the silversmith's art, and at the same time perform a useful and valuable service for Wellesley, E. P. Slattery and Co., of Boston, are offering a unique opportunity. On May 15, 18, 19, they will hold an exhibit in the Display Shop of the new Davis Building on Washington Street, and twenty per cent of the gross receipts are to be given to the Wellesley College Semi-Centennial Fund.

Wellesley students are to assist in selling, and certain groups will be permitted to select stock from the Boston store, and manage the display at Wellesley. A tentative plan may be followed of conducting a competition between the college classes, each class having charge of the sales for one day. Though the plans are not completely realized, interesting ideas such as serving tea at the Shop and attracting the college girl in other ways have been suggested.

WELLESLEY MATINEE TEA TO BE AT COPLAY THEATRE

Wellesley students and alumnae will be in charge of the Matinee Tea at the Coplay Theatre, May 11. It is hoped many Wellesley students will attend the matinee that day, also the tea at 4:30 in the Club Rooms on the second floor of the Theatre.

Come in large numbers and show your interest in maintaining a Repertory Theatre in Boston. You will receive a hearty welcome from the "Jewell Players" and from the members of the Art Club, men and women eager to make Boston a noted drama centre.

Please accept this cordial invitation for the afternoon of May 11, from the Frances Jewett Repertory Theatre Club.

Mabel J. Jenkins, 1909.

SPEAKERS WILL DESCRIBE MEDICAL OPPORTUNITIES

"Opportunities For Women in Medicine" will be the general subject of the last Vocational Guidance lecture of this season on Friday, May 12, at 4:45, in Room 24, Founders' Hall. The speakers will be Dr. Katherine P. Raymond and Dr. Annina C. Randi- nell. Dr. Raymond will speak more specifically on "The Subject of Medicine and Laboratory Opportunities," and Dr. Randinella on "The Woman Specialist."

DEAN WAITE OUTLINES PLAN FOR HONORS IN SUBJECTS

Dean Waite met the Freshman class at 4 P. M., April 4, in the Barn to advise them in choosing their courses. She announced that the old system of majors could be changed for the new one of Honors in Subjects, at the close of the sophomore year.

Miss Waite's explanation of the new system is as follows:

"Recognition of the desire of certain students to carry on consecutive and somewhat intensive work along the line of their particular interests, has led to the introduction of a plan for Honors in Subjects.

A student electing to study for Honors in Subjects will choose a Field of Distinction and will work in that field under the special direction of one or more of the instructors concerned who will advise her on the possible development of her Field of Distinction and will guide her in the carrying on of independent work therein.

The following outline presents the plan for the year 1922-23:

1. A candidate for Honors in Subjects must conform to all the regulations in regard to required work.

2. She is required to take a minimum of twenty-one hours in her Field of Distinction, i.e., her major department and the allied courses combined.

3. Her work will be tested by a comprehensive examination over the entire Field of Distinction at the end of her senior year.

DISPLAY OF ETCHINGS SOON TO CLOSE

Belgian Artist's Work Now On Exhibit At Art Building

A collection of interesting and unusual etchings by Eugene Yoors, a Belgian artist, is at present on exhibition at the Art Building. The pictures were brought over by Florence Riley, '95, to be sold for the benefit of the artist.

During the war, M. and Mme. Yoors, artist and poet respectively, sacrificed everything and as a result are now in real need. In view of the urgency of the case, the price of the pictures has been made very low in order to hasten the sales. In this connection it is interesting to know that M. Yoors has given ten per cent of the money thus far received from the sale of the pictures for Y. W. C. A. work in Belgium.

The opportunity for seeing these etchings will not be open very much longer, as those remaining unsold will be sent to M. Holyke in a few days.
Senior Prom Proves Great Success

Strolling, Shadows, and other tuneful modern dance strains, admirably syncopated by Bert Lowe at his best, filled the Copley-Plaza ball room with dancers last Friday night, May 5, when the Senior Class held its annual prom. All things favored the occasion but the weather, and despite the gracious fog and a steady downpour, the dance is reported to have been as enjoyable as ever.

A special train leaving Wellesley station at 7:05 P.M. carried most of 1922, with its escorts and chaperons, to Huntington avenue station in plenty of time for the dance. Baskets of snap-dragons and tall palms, barked on the dais around the orchestra, formed a pleasing background for the multi-colored dresses. Both levels of the room were used for dancing.

Events of the Evening

At the beginning of the evening President Pendleton, Miss Tafels, Miss Waite, Nancy Toy, president of 1922, and Elizabeth Foy, chairman of the committee, received, Supper was served at midnight. At 2 o'clock, when the dancing ended, chaperons and couples left for a special train scheduled for 2:15 at Trinity Place, and it is reported that the trip was accomplished in exactly seventeen minutes from Boston to Wellesley. A large number returned by machine.

Saturday morning, dawning as a beautiful spring day, furnished an opportunity for all varieties of private parties. The Massachusetts shore, the lake, and the campus were all utilized to their greatest capacity; the Inn and the tea rooms, too, were not neglected; while open house for Prom guests was held at all society houses during the afternoon. The formal event of the afternoon was tea-dancing at Clifton Hall and Tower Court. Saturday's activities culminated in splendidly gay dancing held in all four of the Quadrangle houses in the evening until 11:30 P.M.

Handsome Hosiery
in every variety

Lovely Lingerie, Skirts and
Wais\n
Fine Dancing Girdles and Boyshorm Braies
New and Beautiful Gifts
AT

Madame Whitney's
Up one flight The Waban Bldg.
WELLESLEY SQUARE

The Green Bough Tea House
Specialty Shop

Dinner 6 to 7 P.M.
Sunday Dinner 1 to 2

NATIONAL Y. W. C. A. CONVENTION ADOPTS CONSTRUCTIVE POLICIES

Emily Gordon Presides Over Student Assembly

Almost two thousand members of the Young Women's Christian Association from colleges, factories and homes, gathered at Hot Springs, Arkansas, for the Seventh Annual Convention, April 26-27, and by a new clause in the World Y. W. C. A. constitution pledged themselves not only to work for and with girls, but "to promote Christian principles of social and international conduct by encouraging the development of a right public conscience, such as shall strengthen all those forces which are working for the promotion of peace and better understanding among classes, nations and races."

World Problems Discussed

The thought of the convention centered on the carrying out of this purpose. There were able addresses on the "Business of Peace," and a resolution was sent to Secretary Hughes favoring the outlawing of war as a means of settling disputes between nations. The need for true internationalism was stressed by foreign students from Bulgaria, Turkey, India, China, and many other countries. The race question, and especially the negro problem, was discussed, and the work of inter-racial commissions for scientific investigation of this difficult subject were endorsed.

Addresses By Industrial Girls

The progress that has been made in Student-Industrial Cooperation was brought out in a meeting at which industrial girls told of the London Labor College and the Bryn Mawr Summer School, and college students told of their vacation work in industries. The convention pledged its members to an intelligent and vital interest in industrial problems, to uphold the social ideals adopted by the Federal Council of Churches, to study unemployment and to take an active part in securing adequate legislation on minimum wages, hours, and other industrial concerns.

In a series of remarkable addresses on "Women and the World's Future," Miss Maud Hyden of England set forth the possibilities of an intelligent and Christian religion in shaping a new world order based on cooperation, the power of which women knew better than men, for it has always been the women's part in history, while the men used conquest.

Wellesley Guides Student Assembly

A significant part of the convention was the Student Assembly of four hundred representatives from college and universities which was recognized by the national organization as an authorized body to formulate student policies. Emily Gordon presided over this assembly and brought fame to Wellesley for her fine work. Other Wellesley delegates were Margaret Conant, '21, Margaret Hoag, '22, and Augusta Wagner, '24.

1923 Elects Legenda Editors

1923 has elected the following board to edit the 1923 Legenda: Editor-in-Chief, Janet Crawford, Literary Editor, Katherine Kingsbury, Art Editor, Dorothy Dotson, Business Manager, Helen Seward.
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Sue Rice Studio
24 Grove Street - Wellesley
Wellesley in America Hears of "Wellesley in China"

Interest Renewed in Yenching Week

Perhaps the most important result of Yenching Week, according to Miss A. Bertha Miller, Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Education, is that Wellesley's interest in the Chinese college has been greatly increased. This, in reality, was the object of Yenching Week. "It is a good thing for those who pay dues to the Christian Association," said Miss Miller, "to realize the worth of their contribution."

Guests From China

Those who came to Wellesley for the purpose of celebrating Yenching Week are Miss Theresa Severin, Mrs. Francis Hall and Miss Margarette Atterbury. Miss Severin, an alumna of the college, is at present officiating as head of the Y. W. C. A. at Peking, China. It is expected that upon her return she will become a travelling secretary and so extend her influence all over China. Mrs. Hall and Miss Atterbury teach in Yenching College; Miss Atterbury is a graduate of Wellesley and a special representative of the college there as the only member of the faculty supported by the Wellesley Service Fund.

Although few official meetings took place during the week, the three representatives of China made their influence felt among the students. A tea held at Shakespeare Tuesday afternoon, May 2, at which Miss Severin and Mrs. Hall spoke, and a chapel service the following Thursday morning, at which Miss Severin described her work in China, comprised the more formal meetings. The union meeting of the Christian Association Wednesday night, as a discussion of the educational system in China at the present time, contributed a great deal to Yenching Week.

PERSONNEL OF DEPARTMENTS CHANGES AGAIN NEXT YEAR

Some of Faculty Return; Others Absent on Leave

Six members of the faculty are returning to Wellesley after leave of absence. Many others are leaving the college, some temporarily, others permanently.

The members of the faculty returning to Wellesley are: Alice V. Brown, Professor of Art; Mary C. Blies, M.A., Assistant Professor of Botany; Laura A. Hibbard, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English Literature; Margaret T. Parker, M.A., Assistant Professor of Geology; Katherine M. Edwards, Ph. D., Professor of Greek; Judith B. Williams, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History.

The list of those who will be absent on leave includes: Alice Walton, Ph.D., Professor of Latin; Myril A. Avery, M.A., Associate Professor of Art; Eliza H. Kendrick, Ph.D., Professor of Bible; Margaret P. Sherwood, Ph.D., Professor of English Literature; Martha H. Shackford, Ph.D., Professor of English Literature; Helen S. Hughes, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English Composition; Elizabeth W. Manswaring, B.A., Assistant Professor of English Composition; Mary J. Lanler, B.S., Associate Professor of Geology; Margarette Miller, Professor of German; Helen A. Merrill, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics; Hamilton C. MacDougall, (Mus. D.), Professor of Music; Frances Lowater, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics.

Among those members of the faculty who are leaving permanently are:

Celia H. Hersch, B.A., Instructor of Art; Margaret C. Carlson, M.S., Instructor of Botany; Jennie M. Robinson, M.A., Instructor of Botany; Marion Hancher, M.A., Instructor of Economics; Edith M. Smith, M.A., Instructor of Greek; Margaret Bancroft, M.A., Instructor of History; Edith B. Munson, Instructor of Hygiene; Elizabeth Halsey, Instructor of Hygiene; Rachel Bledgett, Ph.D., Instructor of Mathematics; Joseph Goudreault, Instructor of Music; Carl Webster, Instructor of Music; Angela Paloma, M.A., Assistant Professor of Spanish.

Wellesley Pops Concert

Repeats Former Success

Wellesley Night at Pops, held in Symphony Hall, Boston, the evening of May 2, met with the enthusiastic approval and evident success that marked last year's Annual Night. The program played by the Symphony Orchestra, under the able direction of Agidie Zaccia, was one of popular appeal, and the special Wellesley features were well received by the capacity audience which filled the hall.

The presence of a majority of undergraduates, faculty, and alumnae in the audience, and the brightly lighted sign "Wellesley," in letters of blue and white electric bulbs, created a distinctly Wellesley atmosphere at the start. The special Wellesley features on the program consisted of four selections given with ease and charm by the Glee Club, and an organ solo, played by Professor H. C. MacDougall with his customary vigor of execution, Refreshments and social intercourse furnished added enjoyment.
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DEGREES OF HONOR

Revolution is an absorbing pastime. When squarely faced, as the college now is, with the question of what to do about the honor system, there is a pleasurable excitement about overthrowing the whole present structure, and beginning again. Yet it is possible that these sweeping changes are as unnecessary as they are undesirable. The whole issue of degrees of honor might be done, on a matter of wording. In the Gray Book definition of the Honor System, it is based on required reporting. But while a student is required to report herself, she is only regarded as honor bound if she is fulfilling her duty to the community if she reports another. In other words, it is honor-able to report oneself and leave it at that; but it is more honorable to report others also. Naturally the majority of those who report at all are content to stop at being merely honorable. If required reporting were extended to cover both cases, it is conceivable that the Honor System would be sufficiently changed.

Direct compulsory reporting of others never having been tried under this system, perhaps it is only fair to allow it a chance; although it gives signs of being too idealistic to succeed unless modified. But as long as personal honor is not well enough developed to do away with the need for reporting others, the requirement which is made in 32 out of 33 leading American colleges will be necessary at Wellesley.

At the all-college mass meeting, plans will be presented to the students for making such reporting less of a burden. How much of it will be shifted or modified may seem, they are based on the need for practicality in dealing with a situation with which idealistic principles have failed to cope. It is understood that some human nature more than it is prepared to give; and a workable system is to be preferred to one which, though based on a higher theory, is ineffective. Any means that may help in removing the stigma now attached to reporting will be justified, since reporting is a necessary evil. But with things as they are now, to expect even the most conscientious student to undertake the disagreeable task of reporting another, when shirking it is considered entirely honor-able, involves an absurdity which undermines the whole present Honor System.

THE NEW ELECTIVE PLAN

A need long felt for bringing college work nearer to the standard of scholarship and the study of graduate students has recently been filled by the new elective plan of Honors in Subjects. This plan, allowing a student, upon recommendation from the department concerned, to choose her field of distinction and take a minimum of twenty-one hours' work in that field, provides the opportunity to give a college course a well-defined purpose, so that in retrospect it will not seem a jumble of unrelated blocks of information.

By taking advantage of this chance to link together a number of courses which point to a dominant end, it is possible to gain not only a broad and solid foundation in some chosen branch of study, but also to have the expert advice and assistance of those instructors whose special direction each student will be placed. The allowance made for a limited number of independent work to be placed of class work means an introduction to scholarly methods impossible under the present scheme of electives.

It is greatly to be desired that all students who have a definite object in view will adopt this plan. In the past there has been endless criticism of the infinite inaction of the students taking the courses given in the department for the sake of a convenient schedule, or some equally shallow reason. That students may avoid adopting the new plan for fear of an imperfect schedule is a possibility. Yet the benefits to be derived from intensive study far outweigh the improbable inconveniences.

The administration is enlarging the academic activity of the college for the sake of its students, and it is the students themselves who will make the plan succeed or fail, according to the degree of their interest and support. In few colleges is a similar course possible. Wellesley has the privilege of proving its worth.
"ANYONE CAN WRITE POETRY,"
SAYS POET

"Poets are not born; they are made," is the belief of Mr. Amos Russell Wells, the well known author of bird and nature poems, who gave an interesting reading in Billings Hall on Tuesday afternoon, May 2. Mr. Wells is prominent also in literary circles as the Editor of the Christian Endeavor World.

Mr. Wells thinks it is possible for anyone to write poetry. The only prerequisite is that one must study about things which interest him, and fall in love with them. Then, there is no mystery about the writing of poetry.

Mr. Wells read from many of his own poems, including: "Maryland, the Nest, Mist on the Sea," and Vericol. He also read the Yellow-Throats, which is the only poem written on that subject, and his one narrative poem, "The Baron of Rospenach," based on a true incident in an old war between the French and the Germans.

COLLEGE NOTES

Annis Richardson, '24, has been compelled to leave college because of ill health.

An all-college golf tournament is scheduled for this spring. The participants will be divided into three classes: advanced players, medium players and beginners, with a prize offered for each class.

Miss Katherine Lee Bates has been entertaining a group of New England poets at the Durant Guest House. The members of the Scribblers' Club met them at a dinner given Saturday night.

T. Z. E. Society House is to give a "Studio Reception" in the Barn on May 20. The Oiling Club hiked to Pegan Saturday afternoon. There was a baseball game between the "fats" and the "thins," and supper was cooked over a fire.

ENGAGED


'24 Thelma Woodward to Captain Thomas A. Bow, Ordinance Department, U. S. A.

HOUSE DEBATES PLANS FOR NEW HONOR SYSTEM

(Continued from page 1, col. 1)

how to combine outside interests and the academic so that the latter will not suffer makes this rule, according to the Senate, advisable. As for those interested in a diploma grade it was felt that the restriction of their non-academic work was obviously necessary.

The schemes presented by the Honor System Committees were comprehensive in their scope and worked out in considerable detail. The first plan was one of required reporting. The basis, like that of all three, was one of individual honor. According to this plan, the details of which will be submitted to the college later, a girl would not only be required but required to report the offenses of others. In the second plan the name of the offender would be withheld and by a system of meetings of small units the offense would be described in public with the aim of arousing public opinion and at the same time encouraging the girl to confess. Her failure to do this within a certain time would force the unit to take upon itself some form of punishment which it would bear until the offender had confessed. The third plan advocated by the committee was that of withholding the name of the reporter. The offense would be reported to an Honor Chairman who would himself speak to the offender with the aim of making her confess. This is similar to the present system at Wellesley except that the difficulty of reporting others would be obviated by the impersonal nature of the reporting.

It was also decided to hold house meetings throughout college with the aim of having the college vote a required mass meeting on Thursday, May 11.

ART DEPARTMENT RECEIVES GIFT

Through the generosity of Clara Loveland, '21, and her sister, Angeline Loveland Faran, '16, the Art Department has received a valuable publication on Charibes Cathedral, consisting of ninety plates made by Etienne Houvert, one of the Custodians of the Cathedral, and giving a very complete and sympathetic record of both its architecture and architectural sculpture. The book is valuable for its technical use in the art classes and for those who love the beauties of French Gothic Art. The reproductive process is of the best.

VALUABLE LETTER ON EXHIBITION

The Wellesley College Library has on exhibition an autograph letter of Edith Cavell, presented by Miss Florence Risley, '05.
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"The Great Impersonation"

Students in the same college—and friends. Spies of rival countries—and foes!

And both looked exactly alike! One night one of them was killed and the other took his place... Who?

A romance of love and adventure produced by George Melford, who also directed production of "The Sheik" and "Behold My Wife." Mr. Melford has injected into this story by E. Phillips Oppenheim a wealth of suspense, mystery and great dramatic value.

MAY DAY MOVIES

Monday and Tuesday, May 15-16

RODOLPH VALENTINO in

"The Sheik"

A romance colored with barbaric splendor. Swift and free as a galloping Bedouin. Racing through scenes that thrill with their beauty and danger. Produced by George Melford from the novel by E. M. Hull. The book is the year's sensation. You'll never forget the picture!

Wednesday and Thursday, May 17-18

"What Every Woman Knows" with Lois Wilson and Conrad Nagel

The enchanting Maude Adams stage success, now on the screen with all its smiles, its tears, its thrill and its wisdom.

Produced by William DeMille from James M. Barrie's play.
FRE EXPO

(Continued from Page 4.)

creation of the circumstances which have brought about their suffering the United States has not been altogether guiltless. It has been a party, with other nations, in maintaining an economic blockade of Russia which has made it difficult when not impossible for the Russian people to work out their own salvation. The report tells also of a number of useful, humane and progressive measures which the Russian Government is enforcing; the plan of the Government, according to Commissar Kamenev, is "to take from the hungry to feed the starving."

In the New Republic for September 15 and November 3 and 17, 1920, Bertrand Russell presents his opinion of the conditions in Russia; and there are, of course, many other reports. I do not argue for the truth or falsity of any one of them. I urge only that we should guard ourselves from the danger of making swift and sweeping judgments after hearing only one side of a question.

WORLD NEWS

Immense Lockout in England

May 4. Seven hundred and fifty thousand workers in England's engineering industry have been locked out by their employers, owing largely to a dispute on the question of rights of management in the workshops.

Museum of Death for Louvain

May 4. Purchases on the "Dance of Death" theme were made as a nucleus toward the restoration of the University of Louvain from the Susan Minna's collection of Boston. Before its destruction in 1914, the University had one of the most valuable collections of works on this grim subject, and the recent purchase of medico-death's heads, skeletons, coffin worms, mummies, fantastic paintings and books on death, it is hoped, will replace the destroyed curiosities.

Truce in Ireland

May 5. A ninety-six hours' truce was arranged between the Free State and the Republican armies in Dublin. Both sections agreed to cooperate to maintain order and prevent acts of aggression against persons and property, while a joint committee endeavor to negotiate a basis upon which to heal the army split.

Peking Government Victorious

May 6. The forces of General Chang Tso-lin, the Manchurian leader, were completely driven from the region of Peking, and General Wu Pei-fu gained control. General Wu proposed to call a constitutional convention as soon as the military problems were solved, with the intent of uniting North and South China.

Princeton Alumni Against Dean McClennahan

May 6. A number of influential trustees of Princeton University were preparing to demand that Dean Howard McClennahan resign his control of athletics at the University because of the athletic tangle resulting from the disqualifying of three team captains.

Ad To Beautyful Museum

May 7. A motor salesman in New York, with commendable civic interest in making New York "the city beautiful," applied to the Park Commissioner for permission to paint an advertisement of his latest car on the west side of the Metropolitan Museum. He proposed to beautify the building with a woodland scene, containing sunlit roads, and perhaps a river, mountains and sunset, the city "co desiring, showing an automobile with its name in conspicuous letters on it, and occupied by prominent New York citizens."

MISS LOUISE CATON POTTER'S AROUND THE WORLD TOUR

for COLLEGE GIRLS now forming, sailing from San Francisco, September 23rd, for six months of travel. Conducted by experienced person who is thoroughly familiar with the globe travel, and chaperoned by Miss Potter herself.

Literature sent upon request. Address Miss Louise Caton Potter, 
28 Commonwealth Terrace, 
Brookline, 47, Mass.
or Miss Barbora Bates, 
317 Pomeroy Hall, 
Wellesley College, Mass.

JEWELRY FOR SPRING WEAR

If you feel that you cannot afford to purchase gold jewelry, we call your attention to the line of

WONDERFUL ENAMEL ON STERLING SILVER

The goods are exceedingly artistic. They are made strong. They are very low in price.

No. 2. Bar Pin, $2.00
No. 7. Pin, $2.50
No. 4. Pin, 75 cents
No. 8. Pin, $1.50
No. 9. Smaller Size, $1
No. 11. Pin, $1.00
No. 5. Eiff Pans, 8th Pr.
ILLUSTRATIONS ARE EXACT SIZE

41 Summer Street, Boston
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

Mother's Day
Next Sunday

A special wire from our store will carry your greetings home.

SIMPLY PHONE FRASER
THE FLORIST
Wellesley 597

Remember Mother on Mother's Day.

The people of all nations have set aside this day in her honor.

Make it her happiest by sending her flowers when she can appreciate them.

Send Flowers home, and wear a flower in Wellesley.

HOLBEIN'S DRAWINGS TO BE SHOWN

There will be on exhibition at the Farnsworth Museum from May 9 to May 22, 1922, an unusual series of reproductions of the drawings by Hans Holbein in the Royal Collection at Windsor Castle. These reproductions are of interest both from an artistic and historical point of view.
FLOAT NIGHT TO BE REPEATED JUNE 15  
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2.)

Speed To Be Equal With Form
Form and speed are to be equally important in the decision of the win- ning crew on Float Night, June 2. In an interview, Mr. Harry E. Brown, the crew coach, declared that form was worth nothing if it could not be a means of gaining power. "Form on the basis of lower power is an easy thing, but on the basis of higher power, is much harder," he declared. Flags marking the course which the crews will take on Float Night, will be set up, and the rowers will receive for speed in the specified dis- tances.

Crews Well Matched
The crews are fairly equal this season, and the competition on Float
Night will be a keen one. "In spite of handicaps, the junior crew has worked doubly hard and looks now to be equal with the rest," was Mr. Brown's opinion. When asked about the freshman he emphatically declared, "They have a big chance, for the spirit that made them win the Freshman-Sophomore Gym Meet is showing in sport work also."

FAIRY TALE CHOSEN AS TREE DAY THEME
(Continued From Page 1)

leader of the Maids. Katherine Shee, 25, is receiver of the spade, and Vir- ginia Berresford, '24, giver of the spade. The following have solo danc- es: Mary Alice Bushnell, Dorothy Stone, Lilian Rosenweig, and Helen Carey. Dressed as a druid, Nancy Toll, president of the senior class, will give the speech of welcome.

Although few scenic aids are used, since the natural setting provides both stage and wings, every effort will be made to use the production artistic and pleasing to the eye. As a touch of realism, the King of the Goblins will ride astride a quixotically costumed ass.

Plans Far Under Way
Lucille Barrett, '22, is chairman of Tree Day. Her committee is as fol- lows: chairman of dancing, Mary Alice Bushnell; chairman of music, Eleanor Peckham; chairman of costum- es, Florence Ross; chairman of properties, Harriet Kirkham; chairman of finance, Ruth Linhall; chairman of printing, Marjorie Ely; chairman of general arrangements, Helen Forbush. Plans are already well under way, and rehearsals have been going on since vacation for the final per- formance on June 2.

The committee which arranged the story was Lucille Barrett, '22, Adeline Wheeler, '22, Dorothy Dodson, '23, and Virginia Berresford, '24.

ADVISE FRESHMEN ON ELECTING COURSES
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4.)

4. Independent work to the amount of three hours or less to take the place of the same amount of class work may be arranged.

5. All applications from candidates for Honors in Subjects must be ac- companied by recommendations from the department concerned.

Any student wishing to become a candidate for Honors in Subjects may, with the approval of the major depart- ment concerned, present her plan in a letter to the Chairman of the Com- mittee on Honors on or before a date in May to be fixed each year. The date for 1922-23 is May 26.

Students wishing to know more of the plan will consult any member of the Committee.

Committee: Misses Calkins, Kelly, Hawes, Moody, Orvis, Mr. Pulling, Dean Waite (chairman).

An announcement of the new method is being sent to every sophomore and junior.

Courses Recommended
Miss Waite said that more students elect courses in the History and Liter- ature Departments than in any others, as both depart- ments are stimulating and lead into great fields. Languages, too, are attractive, both for their own sake and for their use in science. In- terest in the Classics is reviving, and it is especially worth noting that First Year Greek may be taken any of the four years. Economics and Sociology are proving popular due greatly to the desire of many students to do Social Work service after graduation. Botany, Geology, and Zoology are the best sci- ences for those not blessed with a mathematical mind, while both Zo- ology and Chemistry are necessary for those contemplating Nursing or Medi- cine as a profession. The Music Dep- artment offers excellent courses, both cultural and practical.

YOUNG LADIES TO ACT AS SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR BRANDED LINE OF SILK HOSIERY DIRECT FROM MILL TO CONSUMER. FOR FULL PARTICULARS OF AN ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION APPLY TO 
ROSALIND HOSIERY MILLS 19 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

YOUNG LADIES TO ACT AS SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR BRANDED LINE OF SILK HOSIERY DIRECT FROM MILL TO CONSUMER. FOR FULL PARTICULARS OF AN ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION APPLY TO 
ROSALIND HOSIERY MILLS 19 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

RECREATION TRAINING SCHOOL OF CHICAGO
(Successor to the Recreation Dept. Chicago School of Civic and Philanthropic Work)
One and two year courses in Recreation and New School of Community Drama and Pageantry
200 S. Halsted St. (Hall Home), Chicago
Write for circular.

APARTMENT
for rent Sept. 1. Very desirable; three large rooms, kitchenette, bath, five closets. Apply at 24 Linden St.
Tel. Wellesley 952-J

RECREATION TRAINING SCHOOL OF CHICAGO
(Successor to the Recreation Dept. Chicago School of Civic and Philanthropic Work)
One and two year courses in Recreation and New School of Community Drama and Pageantry
200 S. Halsted St. (Hall Home), Chicago
Write for circular.

APARTMENT
for rent Sept. 1. Very desirable; three large rooms, kitchenette, bath, five closets. Apply at 24 Linden St.
Tel. Wellesley 952-J

"Say It With Flowers" to
Mother on MOTHERS' DAY
Sunday, May 14th, 1922

We mail, telephone or telegraph your order and the service is GUARANTEED.
We are members of the Florists' Telegraph Delivery Association and solicit your business. If you want any other informa- tion, either call in person, or phone Wellesley 44-R or 44-W

J. TAILBY & SON
The Wellesley Florist
Conservatories, 103 Linden Street
Office, 555 Washington Street

"I have written a letter of recommendation for you, Celeste."
"Thank you, madam. If the letter speaks as well for me as the letter paper does for you, I shall secure a position most easily."

HEATON'S HIGHLAND LINEN
Reflects the good taste, of everybody who uses it, in no uncertain terms. In texture, sizes and en- velope shapes it conforms to the standard set by social usage. It's a paper of quality, yet inexpen- sive.

AT ALL GOOD STATIONERS
Eaton Crane and Pike Co.
NEW YORK, PITTSFIELD, MASS.

WELLESLEY STUDIO AND FRAME SHOP
(Successor to James Geaghan)
Under New Management With a Complete Line of FRAMES and PORTRAITURE of the Highest Quality
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
24-Hour Service on Amateur Prints
C. E. FLANDERS, Manager
Telephone Wellesley 217-M
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CALENDAR

Thursday, May 11, 7:00-7:30 P. M. Step-Singing.

Friday, May 12, 4:40 P. M. Room 124, Founders' Hall. Dr. Katherine P. Raymond will speak on the general subject of medicine and opportunities for women in laboratories and state positions, and Dr. Anna C. Rondelli on "The Woman Specialist." (Vocational Information Committee).

7:45 P. M., Z. A. Meeting of the Circles Castellum. Speaker, Miss Elizabeth Mc Guinness of Radcliffe; subject, "The Girlhood of Pardo Bazan."

7:45 P. M., Room 24, Founders' Hall. "The Student Renaissance Movement which has arisen in Czechoslovakia." By Dr. Jaroslav Kose, who comes to America for travel and study introduced by Dr. John R. Mott. (Dr. Kose is a citizen of Prague, a lawyer by profession, who has worked among twenty-one nationalities in the Students' Home in Prague. He has had experience in public speaking in English.)


Tuesday, May 16, 4:40 P. M. Room 124 Founders' Hall. Address by Mrs. Jessie Hodder, Superintendent of the Sherborn Reformatory for Women. (Department of Economics and Sociology).

7:00-7:30 P. M. Step-Singing. 8:15 P. M. Geology Lecture Room. Address by Dr. Charles Peabody, Curator of the Peabody Museum, American Archeology and Ethnology, Harvard University. Subject: Art, Primitive and Prehistoric (Illustrated by lantern slides).

Wednesday, May 17. The regular meeting of the Christian Association will be omitted in consideration of the address on Friday evening, May 12, by Dr. Kose.

ALUMNAE NOTES

Alumnae and former students are urged to cooperate in making this department interesting by sending all notices promptly to Alumnae Office, Wellesley (College) Mass.

ENGAGED


'16 Marion Isabel Curtis to Thomas Melville Erickson of Philadelphia, Pa.

MARIED

'13 Dorothy Harrison to Frederic Palmer Fiske, April 27. At home: 76 Melrose Place, Montclair, N. J.

'19 Mary Louise Grim to Dr. Daniel B. Coleman, April 17, in New York City.

'20 Marion Reckford to Walter Staunton Mack, Jr., May 3, at Healdorand Farm, Ardsley, N. Y.

'29 Catharine W. Coffen, '16-'18, to Horace Mason Reynolds, April 29.

BORN

'11 To Gladys Earl Dooley, a son, Wesley Earl, April 3.

'19 To Esther Worhen McCallum, a son, Charles Ray, Jr., April 15.

DIED

'92 Mrs. Maria L. Purdie, mother of Jane Purdie, April 14, in Brookline, Mass.

'07 Mr. Angelo Hall, husband of Lydia Hyde Hall, April 3, at Annapolis, Md.

'19 Mr. Frederic Van Russel, father of Dorothy Beil Howard, April 26, in New York City.

BROWN'S TOURIST AGENCY

The Art Department is very glad to announce that Charlotte W. Hilton, of the class of 1922, has been awarded the Fellowship offered by the School of Fine Arts Crafts and Decorative Design (Mr. C. Howard Walker and Miss Katharine E. Childs) of Boston. This Fellowship is offered to Wellesley seniors or to alumnas who have majored in practical art in the Department and is awarded by a joint committee from the Wellesley Department of Art and the School of Fine Arts Crafts and Decorative Design.

Mothers' Day

Sunday, May 14th

You never miss mother until she is gone.

This is the reason why Mother's Day should be more faithfully observed than any other day in the year. She is always thinking of you and the happiest moments of her life are when anything occurs to prove to her that you have remembered her. Do not put it off, but place your order now and

"Say it with Flowers"

From Anderson Conservatories

Tel. Wellesley 570 Natick 13

Are Your Shoes Flexible and Good-looking?

If not both flexible and good-looking, your shoes might perhaps please more if they were Cantilever Shoes.

Cantilevers are well proportioned that they fit your foot like an easy glove —and look as dressy. The flexibility of the Cantilever arch corresponds to the flexibility of your foot arch.

Marinello Shop

WELLESLEY SQUARE

Hairdressing Shampooing and Electrical Treatment
Facial Massage, Marcel Waving, and Water Waving
GRACE TAYLOR "THE WABAN"
Wellesley 142-W

FRANK BROTHERS

Fifth Avenue Shoe Shop
34th Street, New York
Master-made Footwear
Exhibit Shop
Little Building, Boston

LLOYD'S

Eye-glasses and Spectacles
Kodaks and Films
Student's Fountain Pens and Eyedropper Pencil
ANDREW J. LLOYD CO.
315 Washington St.
St. John's St.
BOSTON

REagan Kipp Co.

Jewelers and Silversmiths
162 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN REPAIR WORK

Thresher's Bros.

THE SPECIALTY SILK STORE
15, 17, 19 TEMPLE PLACE
BOSTON, MASS.

Extensive Assortments
New Silks, Costume Velvets
Millinery Velvets
Corduroys
Woolen Dress Goods
Silk Blouses Silk Petticoats

Samples cheerfully given or sent upon request —remember: "If it is 'Silk' or 'Velvet' you will find it at Thresher's and at lower prices than can be obtained, for same qualities, elsewhere."

Also Stores in Boston Philadelphia Cleveland Mass. Pa. Ohio

Baker's Sweet Chocolate

Delicious Flavor
Absolute Purity
High Quality

Sweet Chocolate is very sustaining, as it contains more nourishment than the same amount of beef.

Walter Baker & Co., Ltd.
Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.